
Very stable and  
functional

The low centre  
of gravity of the container 
provides perfect stability. 
The built-in ramp makes 
it easier to move over 
obstacles. A red mains 
cable offers protection 
against tripping.

Accessory  
compartment with 6 
holding positions 

All models have an 
accessory compartment 
for storing all 
accessories during 
work and transport.

Optimised container with up to 10% more volume 
20l container with optimum gross/net ratio. The impact-resistant, robust 
construction is tuned to the field of application. Quick and easy to empty 
thanks to the smooth interior walls. 

 Practical equipment

Compact design, large surface area 
Light, compact and agile - good to transport and stable to move. With 
practical detailed solutions such as the cable and hose coiling and connec-
tor fixture which are integrated into the carry handle. The upper surface of 
the container offers lots of room for storing tools and auxiliary devices.  

NTS "eSwift" series

Pragmatic, practical, good
Compact, agile and robust. Perfect for quick use at home, in a hobby 
room or in the workshop. The powerful, new all-purpose vacuum cleaner 
series "Made in Germany" was developed for exactly these reasons.  
Use-orientated accessories and sophisticated detailed solutions, make 
the new starmix all-purpose vacuum cleaner a helpful all-rounder – 
everywhere that cleanliness is important.
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NTS eSwift 1220 HK
All-purpose vacuum cleaner with 20l 
container

NTS eSwift 1232 HK
All-purpose vacuum cleaner with 32l 
container

NTS "eSwift" series

All-purpose vacuum cleaner (wet/dry)
The all-rounder for hobby, workshop and garage. 

Article no. 016535 016504

Scope of delivery

Accessory set *HK Art. no. 044101 *HK Art. no. 044101

Replacement filter no no

Filter bag 1x FBV 20  
Art. no. 434827 (5 pcs)

1x FBV rd 30–35 
Art. no. 442761 (5 pcs)

Equipment

Main filter FP 3600 (cellulose) 
Dust retention capacity: 99.8 % 
Art. no. 411729

FP 3600 (cellulose) 
Dust retention capacity: 99.8 % 
Art. no. 411729

Pulse filter cleaning no no

Appliance socket no no

Speed controller no no

Carry handle with cable and hose coiling - 
connector fixture

yes yes

Gentle start/after-running no no

Water level detection yes yes

Antistatically prepared no no

Push handle no no

Pipe clip no no

Accessory compartment yes yes

Technical data

Power consumption (max.) Watt 1200 1200

Volume flow (max.) l/s 70 70

Vacuum (max.)  mbar 210 210

Container volume (max.) l 
gross - dust - water

20/15/8 
Plastic

32/27/20 
Plastic

Sound pressure level dB(A) 72.5 72.5

Dimensions LxWxH 39.5 x 39 x 47.3 cm 39.5 x 39 x 56.3 cm

Weight kg 7.3 7.4

Power cable length m 5 (PVC), red 5 (PVC), red

Reach m 6.75 – 7.75 6.75 – 7.75

NTS "ESWIFT" SERIES

For quick use  
it is just the right 
thing!

Accessory set HK  
house/hobby* 
(see Page 30)

 Scope of delivery: 

Schutzklasse IProtection Class II


